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Launch of New Machine “Pachinko GANTZ” 

FIELDS CORPORATION (Head office: Shibuya-ku, Tokyo; President & COO: Tetsuya Shigematsu) announces the 
nationwide release of a new pachinko machine from OK!!, “Pachinko GANTZ.” 
 
■About “GANTZ” 

“GANTZ” is a popular comic series by Hiroya Oku that ran in “Weekly Young Jump” 
(Shueisha) from 2000 to 2013. The cumulative number of comics circulated has exceeded 21 
million (as of September 2016). The series has gained strong popularity due to its world view 
portraying a courageous desperate struggle between people who should have died and 
mysterious people from outer space and the appearance of highly individual characters. 

A novelization, animations series and games have previously been developed based 
“GANTZ” and in 2011, a live-action film adaptation of the series with an amazing cast of 
actors became a topic of interest. This popular content is creating many fans with a variety of 
adaptations for different type of media, including the release of “GANTZ: O,” a full 3D CG 
animation movie, in October this year. 

▷ For further information, visit the official “GANTZ: O” website at http://gantzo.jp/ (Japanese only) 
 
 

■New Machine “Pachinko GANTZ” 
The new machine “Pachinko GANTZ” recreates all of the footage, gimmicks and gameplay 

so that players can enjoy the world view of “GANTZ.” 
 

□Multifarious gimmicks that symbolize “GANTZ: The game is brought together with  
multifarious gimmicks portraying the world view of the original such as the mysterious  
black sphere that is “GANTZ” and the various beam guns required for battles with the   
people from outer space. 

□“Transmission” and “scoring” following the story: With battle scenes with people from  
outer space starting with “transmission” and bonanza round numbers determined by   
“scoring” after victory, the original story has been fused with the pachinko game. 

□Clear game flow aiming for “100 points”: When 100 points are obtained with “scoring,” the  
player enters a “Super GANTZ BONUS” with “EXTRA” so that the player can experience  
the joy and excitement of victory. 

 
In addition, with beautiful 3D CG footage the world view of “GANTZ” can be truly 

experienced the more one plays the pachinko machine. 
 

“Pachinko GANTZ” is not only for pachinko and pachislot enthusiasts but a wide range of people, including comics 
and anime fans. The machine is scheduled for delivery in January 2017 to pachinko halls throughout Japan. 

 

 

For inquiries or further information please contact 
Corporate Communications Office, FIELDS CORPORATION 

Shibuya Garden Tower, 16-17 Nampeidai-cho, Shibuya-ku, Tokyo 150-0036 
Tel.: +81-3-5784-2109  Fax: +81-3-5784-2119 
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